
In mid-June, events will be returning to the 
Austria Center Vienna for the first time after 
a three-month-long break due to the corona 

crisis. To ensure that everything proceeds safely, 
we have put together a comprehensive, detailed 
plan which fully complies with the latest regu-
lations from the Austrian Ministry of Health and 
the recommendations issued by the WHO. This 
means that you can channel your full concentra-
tion into the content of your event.

SAFE MEETING  
– WITH OUR EVENT PACKAGES
Our in-house hygiene concept is optimally tailored  
to seminars, customer and employee events, training 
courses and workshops for 50 to 1,000 people

As Austria’s largest congress centre, with 24 
rooms, 5 halls and 180 meetings rooms at our  
disposal, we offer the ideal setting for your 
event. 

The room sizes are increased accordingly by 
consistently observing the minimum distances. 
Of course, we still offer the event packages at 
the usual conditions!

Rooms to grow ideas.
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Rooms to grow ideas.

Your event package rate includes:

− Conference Room / Hall
 Classroom style seating with guaranteed  
 minimum distance of one meter (fixed space  
 allocation and division into sectors possible),  
 Data projector (16:9, full HD, 4,500 ANSI  
 lumens), projection screen, 1 flipchart, 1 pin- 
 board, free WiFi, unlimited conference drinks  
 (mineral water and fruit juice)

− 2 coffee breaks by MOTTO Catering
 Mini Jour Plunder, home made cookies and  
 fruits, organic fairtrade-coffee, Demmer  
 organic tea. Service or provision directly at  
 the place, in the case of buffet over single  
 issue with minimum distances

− Lunch by MOTTO Catering
 prepared using the best seasonal and regional  
 ingredients and including non-alcoholic  
 drinks. Service or provision directly at the  
 place, in the case of buffet over single issue  
 with minimum distances

What sets us apart:

− Very well connected: underground  
 railway U1 station Kaisermühlen-VIC

− Own parking garage in the house

− Highest hygiene standards: disinfection,  
 mechanical ventilation, information signage

− Steering concept to avoid tight queues,  
 crowds

− Access to exclusive light-flooded meeting  
 areas with terraces

− Outdoor meeting options on the terraces  
 with a unique view of Vienna and in the  
 adjacent Danube Park (inflatable Fatboy  
 meeting furniture and portable WiFi  
 available free of charge)

− Green Location with the license to  
 organize Green Meetings

− MOTTO Catering

€ 78 per person / day (max. 10 hours)
bookable from 50 people*
We look forward to your inquiry at
sales@acv.at.

* Prices include VAT, excl. 1% Contract fees.  
Valid until December 31, 2020


